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5 legal areas

where your business is

exposed
RIGHT NOW

INTRODUCTION
What is this report really about?

The thing is, when the events we are writing
about actually occur, there is absolutely
nothing you can do about it except call a
lawyer, and ask them to bring their mop
and bucket to clean up some mess.

Well, it’s primarily centered on RISK.
Business owners, particularly those in
partnership, have a number of areas of risk
– none of which are visible in the course of
day to day operations. This HIDDEN RISK is
something that will have absolutely no impact
on you at all... until it does. That sounds
awfully cute, but it’s completely correct.

As you might expect, that mop and bucket
work will only address the mess.
It will not do anything to remove or reduce
the risk of the event happening again. So this
report is about removing or reducing the risks
which your business has right now. Not about
calling a lawyer when something goes wrong.

This report addresses the five risk areas which
do not habitually impact on the business
owner in the course of day to day operations.
Yet, some of them can bring those day to day
operations to a complete standstill.

Read on to see what you can do to remove
risk completely, or, at worst, make life a lot
easier for you if disaster strikes.
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Risk #1

YOUR ESTATE PLANNING
Probably the best way to introduce the subject of estate
planning is to ask this question: “If you were to die tonight,
would your family survive financially?”
If you have amassed considerable assets and
you care for your family and loved ones then
you must make sure your estate plan is well
prepared.

A Will, all by itself, does not, and
cannot, make sure that creditors,
business partners and the ATO
are all dealt with properly. For a
business owner in partnership,
a Will, without more, is just
as likely to lead to a trail of
destruction.

If you are in business and you pass away
unexpectedly then these 3 critical issues
will affect your family.
1. By itself, your Will is not going to protect
your interests. Your estate, and therefore
your family, could easily be vulnerable to
the ATO, creditors and conflicting rights of
business partners

So what exactly is a Will?
A Will is just a mechanism for handing assets
to your family.
It gives no guidance to those dealing with
your estate on which assets should be sold
and which should be kept;

2. Without you, your business may not survive
and provide for your family (and if you were
gone, would your partners want to support
your family long term anyway?)

It says nothing about the tax consequences
of keeping or selling the wrong asset;

3. Your Will can be easily challenged by
family members who feel left out, or have
an axe to grind. This may take years to
resolve and in a bad case can reduce your
estate to nothing by the end.

It cannot deal with assets that you control
through a company or trust;
It cannot compel your business partners to
keep paying a share of profits to your
family;

Most business people think that if they die, their
family automatically gets their business interests,
their assets, the lot. They wrongly assume their
Will covers all this, when it does not and cannot.

It cannot or force your business partners
to buy your share of your business from
your estate.
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A well prepared estate plan will address
questions like:

Now you can see why just “having a Will”
is inadequate protection.

What happens to your share in the
business should you pass away and your
spouse is not the best person to run it?

Dealing with these issues should be part
of a strategic estate plan which ensures
everything runs smoothly and automatically
when you pass away.

Is there a buy-out clause in place, and what
happens if your business partner doesn’t
have the funds to buy it straight away? And
what is a fair price?

What will happen to your business when
you pass away?
Consider this scenario:

What is your personal liability should the
business run into trouble? These liabilities
automatically pass to your estate and
therefore affect your family.

You are in business with a partner. You
manage sales and they manage operations.
You suddenly pass away.
Your business interests pass to your spouse
who isn’t the best person to take on your
role in the business. Your business partner is
not good at sales. They’re stretched thin and
sales and operations both suffer.

Have your companies, trusts and other
structures been set up so they
automatically pass to the right people, or
will they end up in limbo?
These questions, and others like them, could
cause major problems in the event of your
death. And trigger the collapse of the legacy
you wanted to leave your family.

The business begins to fail. Your spouse is
getting very little out of it. Arguments follow
and lawyers swap letters. Eventually your
business partner agrees to buy your spouse
out but a) they can’t afford it, because the
bank won’t lend to a person whose business
is failing and b) nobody can agree on what
the figure should be.

Your LegalHQ is a law firm which
specialises in estate planning for
business owners. We are available
to help and are happy to give you a
review of your circumstances for an
hour at no cost. Call us today on 08
9445 9200 to book your obligation
free review of your situation. Ask
to speak to Pam or Henry and take
control of the uncertainties of the
future.

Your partner thinks it should be a low value
because the business is travelling poorly.
Your spouse thinks that is not their problem
and the value should be what it was before
you passed away. Meanwhile the business
continues to suffer until it goes under and
nobody gets anything.
This is very common. If you’re a business
owner, you can probably see how some
variation of this could happen to you.
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Risk #2

YOUR PARTNERS

Imagine these scenarios.

Your partner comes to you one day and says:
I’m sorry, but I just don’t want to do this anymore. I want you to buy me out. If you don’t want
to buy me out, I want to sell the business altogether so I can get my money out and go and do
something else. (Bombshell!)
OR
Look, I’m going to have to move to Melbourne to take on a great business opportunity. But don’t
worry – I’ve got a great guy who can take on my role as manager of operations, and I doubt
whether either of us are going to end up with any less profit than we did last year. (Bombshell!)
OR
I just wanted to let you know that I’ve been a bit short the last few months so I’ve taken $25,000
out of the account – but we’ll square it up at the end of the year OK? Promise! (Bombshell!)
Question: Would you have to just “go along” with any of these?
Not sure? Then read on...
www.yourLegalHQ.com
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Every year we have 3 or 4 cases where a partner comes in to
see us about a bombshell moment like the ones above. It was
something they just NEVER SAW COMING.
I’m not happy with how my partner is
spending money. He keeps buying more
office furniture and computer equipment
without asking me and now he’s just bought
himself a car because he’s the sales guy. But
he never asks if it’s OK and it’s really starting
to grate on me... (Problem)

Sometimes it’s something less dramatic
but just as worrying, like:

I manage the guys, and my partner does the
admin. My partner’s wife does the books. But
she keeps all the records on her computer at
their house. I think they spend more money
than I do. But if I ask for the bank statements,
they say ‘don’t you trust us?’ and then nothing
happens. (Problem)

The thing is... none of the people who came
and told us about their bombshells or
problems EVER BELIEVED they would have
to face these issues. Not one of them. If they
ever thought they might end up in our office
talking about a partnership dispute, they
would never have gone into that partnership
in the first place – obviously. BUT...

I agreed to employ my partner’s son. But he’s
useless. He only comes to work when he
feels like it, does very little and is getting paid
a ridiculous wage. My partner says he’s ‘going
through a tough time and will pull through’
but the guy is costing us money! (Problem)
My partner owns the factory we work out of
and I’m fine with that. But a real estate agent
told me that our factory would rent at about
$80 per square meter. We’re paying more
than double that!! My partner refuses to even
talk about it. (Problem)

Every year, roughly 100
partnerships have litigation
start up between partners.

That means that every year, roughly 100 groups of people who thought they would
never ever end up in Court with each other... end up in Court with each other.
Here’s the reason why:
People run their business through:
Traditional partnerships (governed by the Partnership Act)
Companies (which have a Constitution); or
Through a trust (which has a Trust Deed).
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But Company Constitutions, Trust Deeds
and the Partnership Act SAY NOTHING
about what happens in any of the
“bombshell” or “problem” moments we’ve
given above. Funnily enough, NONE of those
legal control methods are even designed to
deal with bombshells or “problem” moments
at all.

That rule book must:


Make sure that if someone decides they
want to get out, the partners left behind
aren’t financially crippled by having to
come up with quick cash to avoid a forced
sale of the business;
Protect the partnership from being
committed to an agreement made by one
partner that the others don’t want;

So there are NO RULES that say what
happens in ANY of these situations.

Make sure that your agreement is required
for those big decisions – the ones which
carry big risk or involve major changes to
the original plan;

And when there are NO RULES, you
normally need a very large amount of
money, a spare 12 months, some lawyers
and a Judge to sort out any dispute. AND
YET...

Set out a fair and equitable policy for
distribution of profits – agreed by you- and
which allows sufficient retention for working
capital and payment of enough profit
so that the partners take a regular, agreed,
benefit as well

The Partnership Act, a
Constitution or a Trust
Deed is probably all your
business has.
(So you have NO RULES)

A procedure for dealing with any need for
further funding without breaking the bank
or needing to allow one partner to become
the dominant owner because they are
more cashed up;

How can you manage this so that everyone
is on the same page all the time? How do
you make sure that when things change (and
they will), the business doesn’t get ripped to
pieces in the process?

Set out a number of rules for other
important situations.
In many cases, having a proper agreement
with your partners actually stops disputes.

Basically, you need a RULE BOOK.
You need something that sets out the rules
in black and white so everyone knows that if
“X” happens, then “Y” is how it gets dealt with.
And course “Y” is something which is agreed
between all the partners in advance, so there
are no nasty surprises.

Not because everyone is legally bound
(although they are).
Not because anyone was forced.
But simply because a few people looked
each other in the eye, agreed, and signed.
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Call your LegalHQ today on 08 9554 9200
and make an appointment with Henry to
discuss your partnership agreement.

You can make an agreement by sitting
down with your partners and Your
LegalHQ, and having a discussion about
a number of critical issues, risks and
possibilities specific to how your business
operates.

Don’t make the MISTAKE of thinking that
you don’t need to act because “everything
is fine”.

We might question your views about how
those matters should be addressed. We will
probably have suggestions of our own and
raise things you haven’t thought of so you
can consider those too. That’s part of the
value we bring to the table – using 20 years’
experience to make sure things don’t go
horribly wrong.

Fine??? That’s what
the partners thought in
every one of the 100
new partnership court
cases that kick off
every year.

At the end of the discussions, you and your
partners will have an Agreement. THAT
AGREEMENT is the one we will write for you.

Call us now on 08 9445 9200. It’s time.
www.yourLegalHQ.com
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Risk #3

TRAGEDY IN YOUR
PARTNERSHIP
Let’s imagine that you’ve started work for the day and you get a
text from your business partner which says:
“Hi. I really need a break. I’m going overseas today without my
computer and phone. I’ll be back in 6 months. Sorry for the late
notice.”
Now, if that happened to you, you’d probably
be in serious trouble because most business
partnerships revolve around a sharing of key
responsibilities between partners. Having
a partner just bail out unannounced for 6
months for a holiday would be a disaster. Of
course, your partners’ holidays are scheduled.

a sale of the business to get their share. In
many cases they are entitled to do so.
If you don’t have the money, then you’ll
have to borrow to buy your partner’s
spouse out. But will you have the security?
And even if you do, will the bank care?
If your partner’s gone, your business is not
looking like a good prospect for servicing
debt right now.

But has your partner got their stroke, heart
attack, cancer, car accident or sudden
mental illness diarized so you can plan for
that???

You will have lost someone who is critical
to the operation of the business. What will
that do to the profitability of the business?
Will it be a bump in the road… or a killing
blow?

No! Of course not!... but if your partner dies
or is permanently disabled... you will face
the following issues which will endanger your
business and your family’s financial security:

If you can’t afford to buy out your partner’s
share, do you plan to work hard, build the
business, increase its value and every
month pay half of the profits to your former
partner’s family? Will that really work? And
how long will your family want to support
your deceased partner’s family?

Your partner’s family will probably want
(and need) to receive payment for their
share of the business. And they’ll likely
want it inside 3 months. Will you have
the money? Because if you can’t pay, your
deceased partner’s spouse might force
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We have seen so many cases where
businesses have been crippled by the
sudden, unexpected death or disability of a
partner. Sometimes a valuable business has
to be sold. And sometimes that sale is forced
by the court causing a devastating loss of
value.

The risks above are very
real. They result in profitable
businesses being sold off
through a court ordered
sale or similar process that
literally strips value off the
business. All because of
an event that you can’t
anticipate or control.

The other thing that people don’t think about
is the fact that if your partner dies you’re likely
to find that you are suddenly in business with
your partner’s spouse. In that situation, there
are a few things you might face:
You might find your partner’s spouse
turning up every day to look through the
books and “keep an eye” on the place

Learn how you can gear up to create a
process that you can be 100% certain will
protect you when disability, injury or death
strikes;

Your partner’s spouse may want to attend
all meetings about the business
They might demand signing authority
on the bank account (and will probably be
entitled to have it)

Find out about interest free funding
available so you know you can pay out
your partner or their estate in a tragedy
scenario without the pressure, stress and
worry of the risk of a forced sale.

Your partner’s spouse might be asking for
half of the profit, probably in the form of a
cheque every month
Your partner’s spouse might want to
involve themselves in the day to day
management of the business even if they
have no idea about how it works. It does
happen.



All of this is 100% preventable. Call Your
LegalHQ and book a meeting to:
Take away the risk and danger and protect
yourself and your family;
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What you & your partners need is a custom
designed contract that sets out in black
and white exactly where everyone stands
and what everyone can and can’t do if one
partner dies or is disabled.

But what does this contact
actually give you?
It will give you the certainty that if your
partner is struck down by a tragedy event:

That contract needs to be prepared by us,
after we take the trouble to understand:

Your partner’s spouse can’t come in to the
business and try and run it, unless you let
them;

Exactly what your business structure looks
like;

Your partner’s spouse can’t take money out
of the business unless you let them;

The roles and responsibilities of all the
partners; and

You don’t have to borrow money in a hurry
to buy out your partner’s spouse because
you will either pay the partner out on
manageable terms or fund the buy-out
with insurance;

The business’ debt levels and working
capital requirements.
In other words, you can’t use a template
solution. It is the nature of your business
which drives the solution – nothing else.

You don’t have to sell the business in a
hurry, split the proceeds with your partner’s
spouse and then sit there wondering what
to do with your life now
In fact, it will pretty much be business as
usual...
You will still have to make sure that your
partner’s functions in the business are being
performed, but you won’t have to do it with
all the other drama. And by the time you have
met us, you’ll have a pre-made plan for how
you will handle that issue as well.
So What Now?
This is the easy part. Just make it happen.
Call Your LegalHQ and book a meeting with
Henry Tham to discuss your business, and
how we can take away the consequences of
an unanticipated partner disability or death.
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You don’t insure your house because you
believe it’s going to burn down. You insure
it because it would be a disaster if it did.

Anyone who owns
a business in
partnership will
agree that their
interests need to be
carefully protected.

We are talking about exactly the same
situation here. The only practical difference is
you need to put in insurance in place every
year. You only need to address this problem
with us, once.

Call Your LegalHQ today on
08 9445 9200 for protection,
security and the safety of your
business.

But the thing is, nothing is going wrong right
now. People think it can wait until next week,
next month, next year… but it just can’t. The
risk might be small, but the consequences
are dire.
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Risk #4

YOUR EMPLOYEES
Have you ever asked yourself this worrying question?
Which of MY EMPLOYEES could walk away with a good chunk of
my business tomorrow?
It is a fact that in any business where your
team is working well, segments of your team
AUTOMATICALLY raise these problems which
most employers NEVER THINK ABOUT:

Some staff will have access to your
confidential information. It’s a necessary
evil, but that information is worth real
money to you. Staff can walk out of your
business with that information in their
phone, laptop or their head. How will you
get it back?

Staff members who are the main point
of contact become the owner of the
relationships with your customers. They
can easily take customers with them when
they go to work for the competition. How
will you stop that?

www.yourLegalHQ.com
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We have seen many situations where
employees have damaged their employer’s
business by taking clients, taking other staff
or walking out with confidential information.
It can cause a massive amount of financial
damage as well as a huge amount of stress
and upheaval.
In fact, a number of employees have
consulted us about setting up their own
business. We have advised them exactly how
they can legally take their employer’s clients.
You would be shocked at what employees
are legally allowed to do if you don’t take the
right measures.

We do know that 95% of
your employees are decent
people who would never
knowingly do anything
improper. We are not saying
your employees are just
waiting for a chance to rip
you off. We know they’re
not.

So we are writing about a risk that has
potentially catastrophic consequences
FOR YOU and your business.
What would you do if your top staff member:
Decided to set up business on their
own, and started calling up your clients or
customers? or
Set up business, and you found that they
were using the same systems and
processes as you, which give you a pricing
advantage in the market...

But over the years, we have had so many
employer clients come in and tell us that
one employee or another has just done
something which:

Can you say, right now, exactly how you
would stop them?

Was totally unexpected by the employer;
Because the law in Western Australia says
that any of your employees is entitled to
set up shop next door and compete for
the business of your clients... unless you
know how to stop them...

Will damage the business substantially;
and
Is not easy for the employer to fix.
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Here’s an example of a job Your LegalHQ
did for an employee:

old boss anymore and would sign up with the
employee if he went into business.

The employee wasn’t happy where she was
working. She wanted to move. She had been
in the job long enough that she thought she
could set up her own show. She also thought
that a lot of “her clients” (which were really her
employer’s clients) would follow her….

He brought in his contract for us to have a
look. That day we created a standing record
for shortness of consultation. The advice was
the legal equivalent of “Don’t touch it – they’ll
carry you out in a pine box”.

The difference was the quality of the
documentation.

We gave about 7 pages of advice on her
right to compete, and how she could legally
take the clients she dealt with away from
her employer, and what things she had to
avoid doing to make sure she could not be
successfully sued. She followed our advice
to the letter. She did nothing illegal... and she
walked out of her employer’s business with
more than a quarter of a million dollars’ worth
of clients.

You would rather be that fellow’s
employer, right? Then have Your
LegalHQ create the same sort of
quality documentation for you. Call
us on 08 9445 9200 and ask for
Pamela or Henry.
We have yet to meet the employer who is
happy for their employees to “legally” steal
their customers.

There was nothing which her employer could
do about it, except have their lawyer send
our client a nasty letter, which she ignored.
Nothing more happened.

Your systems for operating and for
marketing belong to you. Or do they?

You wouldn’t want that employer to be you,
would you?

If some of your employees set up in
competition and use the concept of your
most valuable marketing campaign for
their business, it will cause you a significant
problem.

Yet lawyers advise employees (the smart
ones who seek advice) how to do this all the
time. There are legal ways to compete. And
so long as the employee sticks with the legal
ways, your business is under threat.

If some of your employees set up in
competition and copy your systems of
operation to keep their prices as low as yours,
you will suffer a lot in a price driven market
where everyone has the internet and can find
the best price with a few mouse clicks.

Here’s an example of another job Your
LegalHQ did for an employee.

The employee consulted us about starting a
new business. They had heard on the grape
vine that some of the big clients of their old
boss weren’t interested in dealing with the

www.yourLegalHQ.com
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So here’s a question – what information in
your business is confidential? If information
is not confidential, then ex-employees can
use it for their own benefit.

We can show you today how you can:

Protect your business from losing
customers to employees who have built
relationships with your customers whilst on
your payroll;

Now here’s a problem – If the information
you consider to be confidential and valuable
is actually known by a lot of your staff, or is
easy for your staff to access, then the Court
may find that your valuable information is
valuable... but not confidential. And decide
that you have no protection.

Maintain operations by preventing former
employees soliciting your staff away;
Ensure that employees are legally
prevented from making use of your
confidential information where it has been
stored on their phone or personal
computer;

So How Will Your LegalHQ Protect You?
We will protect you from loss of clients or
staff, and the unfair use of your systems and
marketing strategies with full, complete and
legally binding employment agreements.

Protect your ownership of your marketing
and strategic plans so they can not be
unfairly capitalized on by other people;
Otherwise deal with all the usual issues
such as pay, leave entitlements, employer
policies, description of duties and so forth.

Dealing with some of these issues is a
specialised task in Western Australia.

The Law in Western Australia
says that some of the
protections we are talking
about here are null and
void unless they are written
exactly the right way. Please
do not leave this important
task in the hands of anyone
who doesn’t know exactly
what they are doing.
www.yourLegalHQ.com
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What’s Next?

Call us to on 08 9445 9200 book a meeting.
Cameron will be happy to meet with you to
show you how Your LegalHQ can give your
business the protection it needs.

Call Your LegalHQ today on 08 9445 9200
to discuss any exposure that your business
might have.
Exactly what your rights are, and what your
employees’ rights are;

The great thing is that so long as an
employment agreement is designed
specifically for your business in the first place,
you can re-use that agreement for future
employees without spending any more
money.

How to regulate the relationship between
you and your employees so that your
business is protected, and you don’t
fall afoul of a nasty legal quirk that
affects Western Australian employers to
the exclusion of some other states; and

This will save you money the second an
employee tries to steal clients, systems
or marketing, or staff. Why? Because the
agreement will be designed to give you
maximum protection.

Which employee or employees you should
focus on first to protect your position.
None of this needs to be done in a way that
is nasty or aggressive. But it does need to be
done.

Any employee who can be shown to have
breached it will suffer a personal legal and
financial disaster unless they resolve things to
your satisfaction.
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Risk #5

SIGNING DOCUMENTS
WITHOUT ADVICE
When a lengthy document is presented to
you for signature, there are a couple of facts
you need to know:

because they signed documents that
were so poorly written, no one could
really say what anyone’s rights were.

If you sign without reading it, it’s your
problem;

A client signed a contract to buy a business
where the rent for the business premises
was so high that they were certain to go
broke;

Even if you read it, the document may
easily have a legal effect that you do not
notice, because it’s not just a matter of
what the clauses say, it’s how they interact
with each other – that’s where the risk is.

Here’s an easy tip – if
someone presents you a
document to sign, then it
probably wasn’t written
by your lawyer was it?
It was written by their
lawyer. And of course,
their lawyer is protecting
them, not you.

If you’re in business you will have to sign
documents all the time. They’re a fact of life.
But what are you really signing up for? We
see clients all the time who are in dire straits
because they signed documents without
advice.
Here are some snippets of some messes
which we have had to clean up at Your
LegalHQ:
A client signed a document under which
he gave half his business to a “friend” and
then when it didn’t work out, had to pay
the “friend” $150,000 to get that half back!

And there are a lot of clauses that
lawyers put in documents to protect
their clients at the expense of the
people their clients deal with.

A client went into a multi-million dollar
deal that went bad and cost over
$800,000 in litigation legal costs all
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The other possibility is that a document
someone asks you to sign might not have
been written by a lawyer at all. You might be
told “let’s just keep lawyers out of this”, as if
that’s going to make everything better.
Next time someone says “let’s keep lawyers
out of this” what you should be hearing is:
“I don’t want you getting advice...”, because
that’s what it usually means.

We will protect you from the mistake of
signing a document without advice. Why
would you risk having to tell your spouse
that an agreement you made will cost you
this years’ holiday, the kids’ private school
education, or the house?
There’s no need. We will meet you at short
notice and you’ll usually know where you
stand in 48 hours.

Don’t end up on the receiving end!
Before you sign is the only time you can get
help. After that, it’s just too late.

Call your LegalHQ on 08 9445
9200 to make a time now. If it’s
urgent, tell reception and we’ll
be with you in no time.

If you are going to enter into any form of legal
relationship and someone wants you to sign
a document, you must give us a call at Your
LegalHQ on 08 9445 9200.

www.yourLegalHQ.com
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Most legal documents should be reviewed
before you sign... BUT

get the impression from the real estate agent
that the offer to lease is not the real thing.

There are THREE very common documents
that you ABSOLUTELY MUST have us
review before you sign.

This is probably because a “full lease” is
normally intended to be prepared later.

#1 OFFERS TO LEASE

A full lease will be
prepared later, but if
you and the landlord
both sign the offer
to lease, you are
100% legally bound
immediately.

These are the documents that real estate
agents whip out when you want to lease an
office, factory or shop. They often come off
as a sort of way of “reserving” the tenancy in
your name before “someone else gets it”.
These documents can be short or long, but...
The fact is, if you sign an agreement for
lease, then the landlord can lock you into
a lease in 2 seconds, merely by signing the
offer to lease themselves.
Offers to lease can have some very
unpleasant clauses in them. Some of these
include:

Call Your LegalHQ to get advice on YOUR
offer to lease before you sign it. We will apply
20 years’ experience in leasing and lease
litigation to our review of your offer to lease
to catch the clauses which can cost you a
fortune, before you are committed.

Making you liable for damage caused by
people you have no control over;
“Make good” clauses that can require you
to give the property back at the end of the
lease in better condition than it was when
you got it; and

Don’t worry if you’re told that “other keen
tenants are looking at this property”.
You need to get your offer to lease reviewed
before you sign. We can usually do it on the
same day if you catch us before noon.

Obligations to replace major items (such as
air conditioning systems) with new systems
if they fail, which can cost tens of
thousands of dollars.

Call Your LegalHQ on 08 9445 9200
for peace of mind about your offer
to lease in quick time.

People rarely read offers to lease closely.
They normally focus on the rent, and how
long the lease will be. Sometimes, they also
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#2 THE ACTUAL LEASE
After you sign an offer to lease, your
landlord’s lawyer will present you with a full
lease (something between 40 and 80 pages
long) for you to sign.

Obligations to replace capital items which
should be the responsibility of the landlord
(shifting the cost of maintaining the
landlord’s asset onto you);

Leases always protect the landlord. It’s a fact
of life. But we often see provisions in leases
which are either:

Clauses which oblige a tenant to carry out
tens of thousands of dollars’ worth of
work to make the leased premises look like
new when they leave; and

Contrary to what’s in the agreement for
lease (which is not permissible); or

Clauses which allow the landlord to
terminate the lease at any time to
redevelop the site (destroying the
goodwill you have in your business).

Just plain unreasonable (which can be
negotiated away).

Clauses which oblige you to pay the
proceeds of any insurance claims in
respect of your business to the Landlord;

The main things are we see are:
Rent reviews that operate unfairly, so that
you risk rent increasing faster than your
turnover does, sending you broke;
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The principal can change your deadline for
completion of a task in their discretion
without reference to you (and you still pay
liquidated damages if you’re late finishing –
regardless);

Call us on 08 9445 9200 as soon as you can
to get your draft lease checked out before
you sign. We offer a short turnaround so
your negotiations are not protracted.
Remember, the terms of your draft
lease are not set in stone. You can obtain
protection from “standard” clauses that
shift all the risk in your direction. Our first
objective is to alert you to the risks. Then we
take instructions about evening the lease up
so it’s fair to both parties.

The principal can unilaterally delay
payment of your invoices (but you still have
to pay all your employees);
You have to pay liquidated damages if you
finish late. And there are no allowances
made if another contractor actually put you
behind schedule – you wear all the
damages;

The cost of having a
lease reviewed is nothing
compared to the cost of
getting caught on a bad
lease with a 5 year term.

You are liable for any injury to any of your
employees – however caused. Not
so good if you are working alongside a
contractor with poor safety standards;
You are obliged by the contract to start
work on any requested variations before
the price for them is set. When you’re
finished and the principal undervalues your
work, your leverage is non-existent
because the work’s done.

Let us help you today. Call us as soon as
you can on 08 9445 9200 to level the playing
field.

#3 CONTRACTING TO BIG
			BUSINESS

We have seen good companies financially
crippled or in liquidation because of their
contracts. The directors of those companies
just didn’t know their contracts contained
clauses like the ones above.

You are never on a level playing field when
you sign up to build sheds, haul rock or
install all the aluminium and glass for one
of the Big Boys...

Don’t take the risk of signing
without advice. The big
contracts can make your
business. They can break
it just as easily. Call Your
LegalHQ on 9445 9200 to cut
your risk down to size.

The fact is, there’s always some risk when you
sign a contract to work for a big company.
Their contracts are usually documents which
are designed to shift risk from them to you.
Some great examples we’ve seen are clauses
which say:
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Protect your business, and the people who
rely on you to provide for them, by getting
your major contracts reviewed by us before
you sign. Call Your LegalHQ on 08 9445 9200
to get an immediate understanding of exactly
what obligations you will be taking on if you
sign that contract.

Without a review,
you’re working blind
and are at the mercy
of circumstance. Don’t
let the opportunity of a
good contract destroy
all your hard work.

Sometimes clients say “Hey – it’s BHP –
they’re not going to change their contract
for us!”
And maybe they won’t.
But does that actually mean you would
want to sign that contract without a full
understanding of it?

Call your LegalHQ today on 08 9445
9200 to find out where you stand.
You’ll get peace of mind, clarity
and understanding. With the right
advice, you’ll plan accordingly and
run a smooth, profitable job.

Your LegalHQ will still advise about all of your
exposures and risks. So if you feel you have
to sign without seeking amendments, you
will at least know where the danger areas
are. Our advice will allow you to work around
them and reduce risk as well as you can.
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CONCLUSION
We understand that this report reads a lot like an advertisement for our services.
The thing is, we believe in their value.
The only way you can really get massive value from any lawyer is to engage them when things
are going well, and put measures in place that will cover you when things turn ugly. That’s what
getting all this documentation in place is all about.
It’s about managing the hidden risk we talked about at the beginning.
In fact, it’s like having insurance, except you only pay for this kind of insurance once, not every
year.
If you are facing a calamity one day because something has happened in your partnership or in
your other business affairs, you’ll still need us and we’ll still be waiting for your call.
We will still be able to help.
But the fact is that many of the clients we see who are in dispute situations and are in real trouble
would not be in trouble if they had documented their legal relationships properly or had gotten
advice before signing documents presented to them by other people.
The material in this report is the best business advice you can get, and it’s free. We want you to
be an ongoing client of Your LegalHQ and it stands to reason that if that is to happen, we must let
you know why you need our help today, and how that help will be delivered.

So call us today at NO COST and ask for Cameron or Henry. Say you’ve
downloaded the report on our website and ask anything you like.
Call us now on 9445 9200.

Henry Tham
Director

Cameron Clifton
Director
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